Two-way compression along the shaft and the neck of the femur with the Medoff sliding plate: one-year follow-up of 108 intertrochanteric fractures.
The Medoff sliding plate (MSP) is a new device used to treat intertrochanteric and subtrochanteric fractures. There are three options for sliding; either along the shaft or the neck of the femur, or a combination of both. In a prospective series of 108 consecutive displaced intertrochanteric fractures we used combined dynamic compression. The patients were followed clinically and radiologically for one year. All fractures healed during the follow-up period. The only postoperative technical failure was one lag-screw penetration. Combined compression of the MSP gives increased dynamic capacity which reduces the risk of complications. The low rate of technical failure in our series compares favourably with that of the sliding hip screw or the Gamma nail but randomised trials comparing the MSP with other hip screw systems are necessary to find the true role of the MSP with its various sliding modes.